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Abstract 

A video server is the multimedia equivalent of a data file server. As video goes digital video servers that 

support digital media are required for production and broadcasting in television companies. Grass Valley 

Group provides comprehensive digital video solutions through a range of video servers called Profiles. 

The Profile Media Platform provides a multi-channel, high bandwidth platform for the storage and 

manipulation of video and audio in professional applications. It has a wide range of capabilities, from a 

stand-alone digital disk recorder to being part of a large network of video servers. 

In this project, I have designed and implemented software to add new functionality to software used for 

the configuration of the Profile. A Profile system administrator uses this software to set up a Profile 

before it can be used for production and broadcasting. 
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1. Introduction 

Life in a television production and broadcasting environment is fast, deadline driven and offers no margin 

for error. Instant access and management of all shots and spots needed for broadcast and post-production 

are critical. Grass Valley Group, located in Beaverton, Oregon provides digital video systems (hardware 

with required software) for television broadcasting companies. Their platforms support video production, 

storage and manipulation while supporting multiple video compression formats and resolution necessary 

to meet content creators' and distributors' needs. 

A video server is the multimedia equivalent of a data file server. It is a full computer system, including 

storage, processing, and input output functions. In addition, it contains video encoders and decoders to 

convert analog content into digital and vice versa. The difference between ordinary data files and video 

data files places extraordinary demands on the architecture of a video server. Video data, particularly 

MPEG-2 data, differs from typical computer files in that the MPEG file is a large, continuous, and 

complex stream of information that must be managed as it travels through then entire system. 

The Profile family of Networked Video File Servers manufactured by Grass Valley Group offers wide 

range of capabilities, from standalone digital disk recorders to a large network of video file servers. The 

Profile Media Platform provides a multi-channel, high bandwidth platform for the storage and 

manipulation of video and audio in professional applications. A digital disk recorder is the most cost 

efficient method available for the storage, playback, editing and caching of video data. The advantage of 

using a single, highly reliable digital disk recorder is that it replaces multiple, maintenance intensive 

Video Tape Recorders (VTRs'). Multiple Profiles can be connected to act as one huge "virtual recorder" 

with media being transferred over Fibre Channel. The Profile can be used in a wide variety of applications 

from spot (advertisement) insertion, program delay, store and forward, to more complex applications such 

as live event coverage, news operations, and non-linear editing. Grass Valley Group products support 

multiple compression formats like Jpeg, Standard Definition Mpeg, High Definition Mpeg, and DVC. 

1.1 The PVS1100 News & Sports Server 

Few broadcast environments match the pressure of a newsroom because it is deadline driven. This 

requires a news system that gives total access to all the material, supports creative freedom and lets one 

quickly re-purpose the material. To satisfy production applications such as news and sports, Grass Valley 

Group (GVG) has added the PVSll00 to its Media platform to support news and sports production 

workflow. The PVSI 100 features support for compression formats DVCPRO25, DVCPRO 50 and 
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MPEG II 4:2:2 I-Frame support up to 50Mb/s, and Mpeg D10 compatibility. Configurations include 2, 4, 

6 and 8 bi-directional channels that can be reconfigured as needed. To keep pace with production 

workflows, PVS 1100 features built-in, dual-channel SDTI support, enabling it to accept compressed VTR 

data streams up to four times real-time speed. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

In order to setup a Profile according to a broadcast company's needs, the system operator or administrator 

has to configure various parameters on resources (like encoders, decoders, inputs and outputs) and define 

channels in order to use those resources. Profile applications use channels to control disk recording and 

playback. A channel defines a grouping of Profile video, audio, and timecode resources and has a unique 

identifier. 

The user gets to change settings on a Profile through the software application called the Configuration 

Manager. The Configuration manager is used to set parameters for Video Input, Output and Timing, 

Audio Input and Output, Channel Configuration etc. The Configuration Manager is essentially used to set 

certain parameters and send it down to the real time system, which allows media to go in and out of the 

Profile according to user settings. The Channel Configuration, which is invoked from Configuration 

Manager, is used to define channels on the Profile. A channel mainly specifies which input and output 

resources are to be used and which compression format the video would be in. 

The application software mentioned above is present on existing Profiles. For the PVSl 100, since more 

features have been included, changes needed to be made to the existing applications to support the new 

features. The key new features to be added to the Configuration Manager and Channel Configuration are 

• Support for DVCPRO25, DVCPRO 50formats 

• MPEG II 4:2:2 frame up to 50Mb/s and 4:2:0 up to l 5Mb/s. 

• Mpeg D 10 compatibility 

• SDTI support - bi-directional channel types with configurable input and output with IX and 4X 

playout rates on DVCPRO 25 channels and IX and 2X playout rates on DVCPRO 50 channels. 

My work at Grass Valley Group involved incorporating these new features into the Configuration 

Manager and Channel Configuration software applications. GVG does not write separate application 

software for each of its Profile products. Software is written in such a way that appropriate features 

are enabled depending on the circuit boards present and messages given by the real time system on 
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the Profile. I was responsible for the design and implementation required to configure new features on 

the PVS 1100. Software written had to be compatible with earlier versions of the software. 
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2. Overview of the Component Architecture 

Before proposing a solution to the problem it will be helpful to overview the existing design model for the 

Configuration Manager and Channel . Configuration. They are both dialog based user interface 

applications that run on Windows NT. They let the user configure resources on a Profile. Both these 

applications can run on a Profile or on a PC that connects remotely to a Profile. 

2. 1 Configuration Manager 

The Configuration Manager is a Windows NT GUI application, which lets a user configure various 

settings on the Profile. 

2.1.1 Need for Configuration Manager 

Various settings need to be configured on the Profile by the system operator or administrator before it can 

be used. There are two operating systems on a Profile: Windows NT and VxWorks (for real time 

processing). All configuration changes made by a user in the Configuration Manager on Windows NT 

need to be communicated to the real time side; this is done through IPM (Inter Personal Message) 

messages passed between Windows NT server and the real time server. 

The Configuration Manager is the tool used to set up the Profile for operation. It is an NT based GUI 

application which lets the user configure various hardware settings ( on circuit boards) and other settings. 

Examples of settings that can be set using the Configuration Manager include information about the port 

through which media comes in, the expected kind of audio feed, creation and modification of channels. 

Settings configured using the Configuration Manager have to be communicated to the real time processor. 

When the configuration manager application is brought up, it creates a COM server called the 

ConfigBroker on the Profile. All interactions between the configuration manager and the layers of 

software that interact with the Real time system on the Profile are through the ConfigBroker object. The 

ConfigBroker retrieves information about various settings (including certain circuit board settings) to 

display in the Configuration Manager user interface. The ConfigBroker server interacts with an NT 

library called tekcfg, which has information about the various settings. The tekcfg in turn exchanges IPM 

messages with the real time system. Any changes made in the Configuration Manager are also 

communicated to tekcfg using the ConfigBroker. 

When the Configuration Manager displays a configuration setting, it first makes a call into one of the 

methods in the ICfgBrokerObj interface implemented on the ConfigBroker. The method called on the 
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ICfgBrokerObj makes a call into a function in the tekcfg library to retrieve the required information. The 

information is then returned to the Configuration Manager to be displayed by it. 

2.1 .2 Why COM? 

The Configuration Manager (and Channel Configuration) can run on either a Profile or a remote PC 

connected to a Profile. This necessitates an efficient interface for communication between the machines. 

Before the Configuration Manager was designed earlier applications used standard C interfaces and 

custom RPC (Remote Procedure Call) implementation, which made development difficult and time 

consuming. 

COM allows one to make function calls into other objects without concern for which processor machine 

they are in. It is built on top of RPC, which handles the interprocess/machine communication. This was 

one of the main reasons why the Configuration Manager was implemented using COM. 

Immutability of COM interfaces: COM also better facilitates versioning of interfaces. Each COM 

interface has its own unique GUID (Globally Unique IDentifier). COM interfaces should never be 

modified after they have been published (released). If a new method is added to an already existing 

interface, it has to an entirely new interface with its own unique GUID. This is done in order to support 

backward compatibility. An object in COM can support multiple interfaces. Given a pointer to one of the 

interfaces we can get a pointer to any other interface in the object. This principle has been used widely in 

this project. A new interface was added to an object that has already been released in earlier versions of 

the software. It is possible to modify the implementation of methods in an already existing interface; 

however, changes to the prototype of the methods should not be made. 

2.1. 3 Sample User Interface 

Stepping through one of the simple wizards on configuration manager should put things in 

perspective. Invoking the configuration manager on a Profile or a remote PC brings up the 

Configuration Manager dialog as shown in Fig. 2.1. Invoking the configuration manager 

immediately starts a session of the ConfigBroker server on the Profile. 
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'12b profile 1 !llil 13 
file Y:iew .I:! elp 

· File System 

· Channel Conf igur at ion 

Fig. 2.1 Configuration Manager Main Dialog 

Selecting any of the buttons on the main dialog invokes a wizard associated with that button. The user can 

modify configuration settings in the wizard. Selecting the Video Input button invokes the Video Input 

wizard in which the user can modify various video input settings. Before the first page of the wizard 

comes up, function calls are made by Configuration Manager into the ConfigBroker server to retrieve 

information to be displayed in the wizard. ConfigBroker then makes function calls into the tekcfg library. 

As an example a page of the Video Input page is shown in Fig. 2.2. 

Video Input · Page 3 of 3 £1 
Input Options: 

_, Dl -lnll. -,.15 
SDl-lnB-J5 
SDl -lnll.-J7 
SDl -ln8-J7 

Select All 

How should the system time this video input? 

f!:, Auto-time using the internal frame sync (default) 

0 Allow the signal to pass asynchronously 

What should the system do if the input signal is lost? 

{!! Show black (default) 

0 Freeze frame 

~ Erase horizontal blanking before recording 

k ..... .£inish ... !) 

Fig. 2.2 Video Input Wizard Page 
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Once the user has made the required changes in the wizard page and hits Finish a Summary dialog is 

brought up. Making function calls into the ConfigBroker object saves all the settings changed by the user. 

An example of a summary dialog is shown in Fig.2.3. 

Video Input Summary £I 
Configuration Manager will reconfigure the hardware with the following settings: 

SDl -ln6..J5 Vite: I Lines 7-23 I Timing: I S~nchronous I 
I Disabled I Signal Loss: I Black I 

. VITC .Chk .Parity 

.G2 .G3 .G4 

SDl-lnB.J5 I Lines 7-23 I Timing: I S ~nchronous I 
I Disabled I Signal Loss: I Black I 

. VITC .Chk .Parity 

.G2 .G3 .G4 

SDl -ln6..J7 Vite: I Lines 7-23 I Timing: I S ~nchronous I 
Erase: I Disabled I Signal Loss: I Black I 
.Video .VITC .Chk .Parity 
. G1 .G2 .G3 .G4 

SDl-lnB.J7 Vite: I Lines 7-23 I Timing: I S ~nchronous I 
Erase: I Disabled I Signal Loss: I Black I 
.Video .VITC .Chk .Parity 
. G1 ,.G2 .G3 .G4 

System: profile 1 

Fig. 2. 3 Video Input Summary Dialog 

2.1.4 Architecture 

The Configuration Manager architecture is shown in Fig. 2.4. 

PC 

&e 

Profile 

Configuration 
ConfigBrokerObj .exe 

Manager.exe DCOM ... 
[ tekcf g.dll 

I I 

... 
tekcfg.dll 

I I Socket tekrem .cill ..... 1 

,...I pronet.exe 

Fig. 2.4 Configuration Manager Architecture 
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All the components that have been shown to run on a PC will run on a Profile if the Profile is used for 

configuration. The tekrem.dll and pronet.exe are used to make a remote connection between the Profile 

and the PC. They are remnants of the custom-RPC interface that is still used for some remote 

communication. 

2.2 Channel Configuration 

A channel is a group of resources on the Profile and the connections between these resources. A channel 

definition is the persistent state of a channel, including a description of the resources and resource 

settings. Basically, a channel has inputs and outputs; media comes into the Profile through an input 

resource and goes out through an output resource. Profile software supports three channel types: Recorder 

channel, Player channel and Player/Recorder channel. A channel used only for Input is a Recorder 

channel, one used only for output is a Player channel and one used for both is a Player/Recorder channel. 

Depending on the kind of channel, the user can select from a set of resources. The compression format of 

the Video determines the name of the channel (Mpeg Player, Dvcpro25 Player/Recorder, etc.). 

Channel Configuration (nsd1007) . · ": . t 

El·lli) Vtr1 
$ .. ·~. Video 
: : .. ~ Track 1 
~--'® Audio 
: i .. <0,1 Track 1 & 2 

El··-tt Timecode 
:. ... ~ Track 1 

Configuration for Video Track 1: 

Video Input: 

D <Mone> 
□ SDl-lnll..J7 
~SDl-lnB.J7 
OSDl-lnll..J9 
□ SDl-lnB.J9 
D Colorbars 
□ Black 

Type: 
1 I MPEG Reco!der 

MPEG Player 
M PEG Pia er/Recorder 

Video Quality: 

Jor~ (4 Mb/s) 

I 
i I 

J 

Video 0utput(s): 

D <Mone> 
□ SDI-0utll..J7 
□ SDI-0utB.J7 
□ SDI-0utll..J9 
~ SDl-0LitB.J9 

Einish 

Bdd Channel j 
B 

flemove Channel ) 

Addlrack 

Q.elete Track 

~ummary ... 

g d n Browse Video 

.Cancel 

Bmw.;,e\/ideo 

VBI Encoding 

Advanced 

Crosspoints 

!::!.elp 

Fig.2.5 Channel Configuration Dialog 
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Various other parameters need to be selected for a channel depending on its type. The user sets 

these parameters in the Channel Configuration dialog. The user can then use these channels from 

a number of applications on the Profile, e.g. Time Delay, Toolbox editor, List Manager. A 

sample of a channel configuration dialog is shown in Fig. 2.5. The Channel Configuration is a 

part of the Central Resource Management system, which is discussed in the next section. 

2.2.1 Need for Central Resource Management 

Before the Central Resource Management model was introduced the user defined a different channel 

configuration for each application, forcing them to re-think which resources and configuration settings 

they need for every application. There was not one place where the user could define channels for all 

applications. 

Central Resource Management (CRM) is the fundamental concept underlying the design of the Channel 

Configuration. It accomplishes three main tasks: (1) provides a tracking mechanism for the status of all 

resources on a machine, (2) abstracts away many of the details of resource management from the 

application developer, and (3) provides the user with a uniform view of channel configurations across 

applications. 

2.2.2 Using Object-oriented API 

The central resource management system has been implemented using object-oriented technology. The 

objects in the system provide a COM interface that can be accessed from either a local or a remote 

machine - no intermediary process need be defined for remoting. This interface can be used by 

applications that are written in Java or C++, which is one of the major advantages of using COM. 

The object-oriented API provides an application developer with more channel and resource management 

functionalities. For example, the application can query the resource management objects for information 

about any aspect of a channel's definition. It also provides the capability to allocate a channel. An 

application allocates a channel by calling a single function which is defined to open a port, allocate 

resources, apply port and resource specific settings, and connect the resources. Such high-level 

functionality will make it easier to write applications that use Profile resources. 

Many of the components in the existing system have been reused in the new system with few 

modifications. The most significant difference is that resource management is no longer an application-
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specific task, but rather, a machine-specific task. Therefore, there are some additional issues that need to 

be addressed such as synchronizing access to data, and managing channel configurations for multiple 

processes. 

Providing an object-oriented approach to central resource management is the first step in a larger plan to 

update and improve upon the current APL It is the first of a set of middleware components that will 

provide application developers with a richer system interface that encapsulates features common to a 

variety of client applications. 

Thus, CRM makes use of the principles of abstraction and encapsulation. Data associated with an object 

is not accessible to the outside and only required functions can access it. Implementation details are 

hidden from developers who can now use functions without learning about how they work. 

Central resource management also provides a better model to match the customer's workflow. With 

central resource management, an administrator can configure a set of channels for a machine that can be 

used by all applications. A channel labeled "MPEG Recorder l" is "MPEG Recorder 1" to all applications 

on the network. Channel configuration becomes a part of the machine setup. 

2.2.3 Architecture 

This section will describe how the Channel Configuration user interface interacts with components of the 

central resource management system (interaction shown in Fig. 2.6). 

The Channel Configuration Dialog, which is brought up from Configuration Manager, provides the user 

interface for defining channels. It interacts with three main components: the Channel Dictionary, 

Resource Monitor and TekVdr (which we will not discuss in detail). Following is a description of each of 

these components and how the Channel Configuration Dialog uses them. 

The Channel Dictionary is the central repository for channel definitions. The Channel Configuration 

Dialog gets the channel definitions from the Channel Dictionary, and updates the Dictionary with new 

definitions if the user changes them. 

The Resource Monitor keeps track of ownership information for all resources on a profile. It knows which 

resources are in use and which applications are using them. The Channel Configuration Dialog uses the 

Resource Monitor to get information about all system resources. 
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TekVdr is a library that provides basic functionality for using ports and resources. It uses the Channel 

Dictionary to look up a channel definition when an application wants to allocate a channel. It will notify 

the Resource Monitor whenever a resource is allocated or released. 

In the diagram below the Application object represents any application that uses channels. 

Configuration 
Manager 

Channel 
Configuration 

Dialog 

Channel 
Dictionary 

Resource 
Monitor 

Fig. 2. 6 Central Resource Management 

Application 

TekVdr 

The Channel Configuration Dialog has one class that manages the data ( channel definitions and video 

qualities) and handles the interactions with the Channel Dictionary and Resource Monitor, the 

ResourceMap class. It encapsulates the data that will be displayed in the Channel Configuration dialog. 

This data includes the channel definitions, video qualities and system resources. 

A list of Resourcelnfo objects is used to track information about each resource in the system. Each 

Resourcelnfo object has a list of ResourceLocation objects (which can be empty). Each ResourceLocation 

object in the list represents a track (audio, video or timecode) that has the resource specified on it. The list 

of ResourceLocations is used to display conflict information in the user interface i.e. if more than one 

channel tries to use the same resource. If the list of ResourceLocations is empty, the resource is not 
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specified in any channel definition; if there is one item in the list, the resource is in use by one channel 

definition; if two or more items are in the list, there is a resource conflict. 

The Resource Map class has two attributes, the current channel and current track, which are used to 

optimize access to the channel and track that the user is currently editing. The Channel Configuration 

Dialog, along with a number of child dialog classes, display the data encapsulated in the ResourceMap. 
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3. Design and Implementation of New Features 

In this chapter, we will highlight the new features that had to be added to the Configuration Manager and 

Channel Configuration, the issues involved and the design chosen and implemented. 

3. 1 Configuration Manager 

In this section we will discuss the requirements, UI (User Interface) design changes that were made, and 

the new classes and COM interfaces that were implemented in the Configuration Manager to support a 

new board added to the Profile. 

3 .1.1 Requirements 

A new board (C-cube Video Codec board) was added to the Profile, which consisted of two codecs. A 

codec is a term that refers to an encoder and a decoder. Configuration of the C-cube board was different 

in that; it could be configured to be an Mpeg Encoder, an Mpeg Decoder, a DVCPRO25 codec or a 

DVCPRO50 codec. Prior to the c-cube board, a codec could only encode/decode a single compression 

format. This necessitated a new wizard (Video Codec wizard) in the Configuration Manager in order for 

the system operator to configure the board depending on his requirements. 

When the Configuration Manager UI detects that the Profile has C-cube codecs, it should enable the 

Video Codec wizard button. Pressing this button should open the Video Codec wizard page, which shows 

the codecs present on the Profile and what each one is configured to be at that instance of time. The 

operator should be able to reconfigure any of the codecs. The system has to be rebooted so that the 

appropriate microcode is loaded on to the real time system. 

Software changes made should be compatible with earlier products in the Profile Media platform. The 

Configuration Manager should support systems configured with either IBM encoder and decoder based 

boards (for Mpeg and DVC compression formats) or the new C-cube video codec boards (which also 

have codecs for Mpeg and DVC encoding and decoding). Profiles with both types of boards need not be 

supported. They are licensing issues involved with the C-cube board; features like DVCPRO50 encoding 

and decoding which a user may not be licensed to use should be disabled. 

Design Notes: As discussed in Chapter 2 the Configuration Manager does not make direct calls to the 

tekcfg library. It calls into the ConfigBroker server object, which interacts with the tekcfg library that in 

turn with the real time side using IPM messages. To implement the new wizard a new call has to be added 
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to the ConfigBroker to expose the presence of C-cube codecs, so that the UI can show the Video Codec 

wizard. The ConfigBroker has to set and get C-cube compression assignments. These values are stored in 

the non-volatile RAM on the codec board itself. The ConfigBroker object interacts with the tekcfg library 

to pass IPM messages to the real time side. 

3.1.2 User Interface Design 

A new Video Codec wizard was added to the Configuration Manager main dialog as shown in Fig. 3.1. It 

is enabled only when a C-cube board is detected on the Profile . 

..:Jg.J~ 
, E_ile ~iew !jelp 

,. Channel Configuration 

Fig. 3.1 Configuration Manager Main Dialog showing Video Codec button 

Before the Configuration Manager dialog comes up, an instance of the Config Broker server is started on 

the Profile. When the Video Codec button is selected the wizard dialog shown in Fig. 3.2 is displayed. 

The Configuration Manager interacts with the ConfigBroker server to collect information that needs to be 

displayed on the dialog. 
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Video Codec - Page 1 of 1 El 
Video Codec: 
Codec 1 
Codec 2 
Codec 3 
Codec 4 

I Select All 11 U nselect 

Video Codec Type: 

• DVCPR025 Codec 

. DVCPR O 50 Codec 

r- MPEG Encoder 

. MPEG Decoder 

Fig. 3.2 Video Codec Wizard 

,Cancel 

This page allows the user to configure a Video Codec type for each C-cube codec detected on the Profile. 

The codecs detected on the Profile are displayed on the left side of the page. When the Finish button is 

pressed, the warning dialog (Fig. 3.3) appears if there have been any changes made in the page. Changes 

are passed on to the hardware only when the Profile is rebooted. 

/ 

/ , Codec type changes will not take effect 
/ • until the Profile is restarted. 

li:::::::::::oK:::::::::JI 

Fig. 3.3 Reset Warning Dialog 

Pressing OK on this dialog brings up the Summary dialog (Fig. 3.4). 
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Video Codec Summary 13 
Configuration Manager will reconfigure the hardware with the following settings: 

Codec 1 Video Codec Type: I DVCPRO50 Codec I 
Codec 2 Video Codec Type: I MPEG Decoder 

Codec 3 Video Codec Type: I MPEG Encoder 

Codec 4 Video Codec T _ype: I DVCPR O 25 Codec I 

System: Profile12 

Fig. 3.4 Video Codec Summary Dialog 

If the user hits OK on this dialog all the changes made by the user are to be passed on to the real time 

processor. Configuration manager passes on the data to the ConfigBroker object, which in turn passes it 

to the tekcfg library. Tekcfg gives the data to the real time processor using 1PM messages. 

3 .1. 3 Implementation Overview 

Changes were necessitated the Configuration Manager and the ConfigBroker server. The important 

classes that were added in the Configuration Manager are as follows: 

• CVideoCodecPg inherits from an already existing class CWizardPg. The purpose of this class is 

to maintain data that needs to be displayed on the Video Codec wizard dialog and also capture all 

user actions. 

• CVideoCodecState inherits from a class called the CConfigState. It keeps track of the state of 

each object on the page; whether items need to be enabled or disabled, the number of items to be 

displayed, etc. This class dynamically changes the state of various objects in the wizard page. 

• CVideoCodecObj inherits from a class called CConfigObj. This keeps track of the properties of 

each object in the wizard page. This class maintains a list of objects containing information about 

codec configuration i.e. the kind of resource it is at a particular instant. 
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• CVideoCodecSummaryPg inherits from CSummaryDlg. It is used to display the Summary Page. 

It interacts with objects of CVideoCodecState and CVideoCodecObj. 

The header files for these classes has been included in Appendix A. 

An OOP concept used here is polymorphism, which is the ability to treat objects (related by inheritance) 

from different classes identically because they all have one or more interfaces in common. It allows a 

child class to interpret a message to itself overriding a default implementation in the base class. An 

example of polymorphism being used is when a user selects a button in the configuration manager dialog; 

depending on which button is selected the appropriate wizard dialog is initialized ( all wizard pages are 

inherited from the CWizardPg). 

1""-
Configuration Manager 

ll 

' 
CVideoCodecPg - CVi deoCodecState --- . 

1, 

u II 

CVi deoCodecSummatyPg - CVideoCodecObj ~ 

"' ' 

" 
ConfigBroker 

I 
1-

ICfgVi deoCodecBroker 1-= 
· ~ 

"' ' 

Fig. 3.5 Interaction between new objects implemented for the Video Codec wizard 

A new interface was added to the ConfigBroker object called the ICfgVideoCodecBroker. A new interface 

is necessitated due to the immutability of COM interfaces. As discussed in section 2.1.2, COM 

interfaces should never be modified after they have been published (released). If a new method is added 

to an already existing interface, it has to be an entirely new interface. This is done in order to support 
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backward compatibility. Therefore, a new interface ICfgVideoCodecBroker had to be added to the 

ConfigBroker object. Various methods were implemented in the interface. These methods load (and save) 

settings on the c-cube video codec board through calls to the tekcfg library. The function prototypes are 

outlined in Appendix A The interaction between the various classes and COM server is shown in Fig. 3.5. 

The CVideoCodecPg object is invoked by the main configuration manager dialog. 

3.2 Channel Configuration 

In this section we will discuss the requirements, UI (User Interface) design changes that were made, and 

the new classes and COM interfaces that were implemented for Channel Configuration to support a new 

board added to the Profile. 

3.2.1 Requirements 

New features were necessitated in the Channel Configuration dialog due to the addition of a new circuit 

board called the SDTI (Serial Data Transport Interface) board. The SDTI I/O (Input/Output) board is 

responsible for SDTI-DVCPRO25, and SDTI-DVCPRO50 I/O. Each board is capable of two channels of 

SDTI I/O. Each channel can be independently configured as either of the DVC formats. 

When the Channel Configuration dialog opens it should check if there are any SDTI boards (resources) on 

the Profile. If SDTI resources are detected two channels SDTIDVCPRO25 Player/Recorder and 

SDTIDVCPRO50 Player/Recorder should be made available to the user. Each of the compression formats 

(SDTI-DVCPRO25 & SDTI-DVCPRO50) is associated with certain playout rates, which are the speeds 

at which playout is possible. Playout rates possible for SDTI-DVCPRO25 are IX and 4X while those for 

SDTI-DVCPRO50 are IX and 2X. The system operator should be able to choose the required playout 

rate. 

When the user selects either of the SDTI channels a certain number of audio, video and timecode tracks 

should be added to the channel. I video track, 2 audio tracks, and 1 timecode track in the case of a SDTI 

DVCPRO25 Player/Recorder channel or 1 video track, 4 audio tracks, and 2 timecode tracks in the case 

of a SDTI DVCPRO50 Player/Recorder channel. A list of the available SDTI codec resources has to be 

displayed for the user to choose from. SDTI resources used by another channel should be grayed out and 

if the user still chooses from one of them a conflict should be displayed prompting the user to change the 

selected resource on one of the channels. 
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A new user interface had to be designed to support the two new channel types: SDTI Dvcpro25 

Player/Recorder and Dvcpro50 Player/Recorder. All changes made should be saved on to the Channel 

Dictionary for other applications on the Profile to use. The Channel Dictionary (COM server) has to be 

able to recognize SDTI channels. This requires new COM interfaces and modifications to existing 

interfaces on the Channel Dictionary. Software changes made should be compatible with earlier products 

in the Profile Media platform. 

3.2.2 User Interface Design 

Two new channel types had to be added to the Channel Configuration dialog. Selection of any one of 

them should bring up the corresponding child dialog. 
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General 
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Fig. 3.6 Channel Configuration Dialog showing SDTI channels (Stream Setup dialog) 

In the channel configuration dialog all controls and components change dynamically depending on the 

channel type that is · chosen in the Type combo box. Each channel type has a few child dialogs associated 

with it. The number of child dialogs can be determined by the number of buttons on the lower right hand 

side of the dialog (two in this case: General and StreamSetup ). In Fig. 2.5, we can see that there are four 

child dialogs associated with the Mpeg Recorder channel type. The number of Audio, Video and 

Timecode tracks present are also dependent on the channel type. 
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In Fig. 3.6, the SDTI Input/Output combo box lists all the SDTI codecs available on the Profile. If one of 

them is grayed out it means that the resource has already been used by another channel. If the user selects 

a grayed out resource it will show a conflict indicated by a red check. 

Selecting the General button in the dialog brings up the dialog shown in Fig. 3.7. 
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Fig. 3. 7 Channel Configuration Dialog showing SDTI channels (General dialog) 

3.2.3 Implementation Overview 

Issues 

The implementation of the two new SDTI channel types had to be different compared to other existing 

channel types. All earlier channel types associated each resource on the Profile to individual tracks of 

media. The new channel types had to associate resources to the Channel itself rather than each track in the 

channel. This is because unlike other boards a SDTI board comes with its own input and output port. 

Other boards like the Mpeg Encoder or Mpeg Decoder interact with Serial Digital Interface boards for 

their input or output. 
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Therefore, new functionality had to be added and existing software had to be modified to support SDTI 

resources. Backward compatibility was also an issue since modified software had to work even when a 

SDTI board was not present on a Profile. 

Solution 

Channel Configuration changes 

The attributes of a SDTI channel were different from existing channels; hence, the existing child dialogs 

could not be reused. A new class, CChannelStreamSetupDlg was implemented in which the user could 

select the SDTI resource type to be used and the playout rate for the channel. This dialog is displayed 

when the Stream Setup button is selected in the Channel Configuration dialog. An existing class 

CChannelDescriptionDlg has been reused; it is displayed if the General button is selected. 

Since, the Channel Configuration did not know about SDTI channels, changes were made in many places 

to support SDTI channels. Code was modified so that SDTI channels associated their resources with the 

Channel while the rest of the channels associated their resources with their tracks. 

Channel Dictionary changes 

Changes were made so that the Channel Dictionary would be able to recognize and store SDTI channel 

information. 

A new interface IChannelPlayoutRate was added to save and load channel playout rates. This 

interface was written such that if any channel in the future had a playout rate associated with it, it 

could use this interface instead of defining one specific to itself. Existing interfaces were 

modified to support SDTI resources. COM interfaces allow new functionality to be added to 

existing methods on an interface as long as the function prototype remains unchanged. This 

property was made use of in that new functionality was added to existing methods to load, save, 

retrieve and remove SDTI resources. The header files for the main classes used and the new 

interface implemented in the Channel Dictionary has been outlined in Appendix B. 

3.3 Validation & Testing 

Tests were used to validate and verify the working of Configuration Manager (including Channel 

Configuration) on the PVSl 100. The requirements were validated and tested for the C-cube board and 
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SDTI board. The software was tested at different levels of abstraction starting with Unit testing, moving 

onto Integration testing and finally System testing. 

Unit Testing 

Conditions were simulated such that the new user interfaces would behave like it would if C-cube boards 

or SDTI boards were detected on the Profile. The GUI was tested under these conditions to essentially 

verify if it captured and responded appropriately to user events and displayed correct information. 

Integration Testing 

Integration testing required the creation of many test cases since the working of this software involved the 

interaction of many modules. A few of the important ones used have been outlined below. 

• C-cube Video Codec board 

When a C-cube video codec board was added to a Profile the Configuration Manager detected the number 

of boards present. The Video Codec wizard button was enabled and the number of codecs available was 

displayed correctly in the wizard dialog page. Changes made in the wizard dialog were reflected in the 

real time side after the system was rebooted. This was verified by changes in the number of resources 

(Mpeg and DVCPRO) in the Channel Configuration dialog. User licenses were verified by the 

appropriate features being enabled or disabled depending on licenses. These testes verified the 

Configuration Manager's interaction with the ConfigBroker server object and the tekcfg library. 

• SDTI board 

Addition of a SDTI board was reflected by the addition of two channel types: SDTI DVCPRO25 

Player/Recorder and SDTI DVCPRO50 Player/Recorder to the Channel Configuration dialog. 

Appropriate playout rates were displayed depending on the type of SDTI channel chosen. Each SDTI 

board consists of two SDTI codecs. The number of SDTI codecs available along with their input/output 

slot numbers was displayed. These tests verified the Channel Configuration's interaction with the tekcfg 

library. 

Changes made in the Channel Configuration dialog were saved on to the Channel Dictionary correctly 

when the dialog was closed. The saved changes also got loaded correctly when the Channel Configuration 

dialog was reopen. Changes made in the Channel Dictionary were accessible to other applications on the 

Profile. This was verified by Recording and Playing using SDTI channels in other Pro_file applications. 
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System Testing 

After the Unit testing and Integration testing was complete the software was tested on various Profiles 

with different configurations. 

The Configuration Manager should support systems configured with either IBM encoder and decoder 

based boards (for Mpeg compression formats) or the new C-cube video codec boards. New software was 

loaded on Profiles configured with either type of board; appropriate features were enabled in the 

Configuration Manager dialog. Configurations on a Profile were saved as a configuration file and loaded 

on other Profiles. The Configuration Manager reflected the new configuration and behaved appropriately 

depending on the boards present on the Profile. Configuration Manager and Channel Configuration allow 

remote configuration of Profiles. This was verified by making remote connections between Profiles and 

between remote PC's and Profiles. 

Regression testing 

Regression testing was used to make sure that the older software still worked with the new changes. The 

new software had to be backward compatible and work even on an earlier product of the Profile media 

platform. 

Issues 

There were various errors that were found during the testing phases. Errors found during the Unit testing 

phase were relatively simple to locate and solve since they involved only the new software written. 

During the Integration testing phase it was found that the addition of a new wizard in the Configuration 

Manager dialog did not invoke the appropriate wizard and the existing wizards also behaved incorrectly. 

This problem was traced to the design of the original software wherein addition of a new wizard involved 

a specific numbering scheme. The design was modified to allow easy addition and removal of wizards. 

This also involved changes in the existing software for remote connectivity between two Profiles. 

Some of the requirements were slightly modified since a lot of the old software was supported by typedef 

C structures in which addition of new fields is cumbersome. For instance, a single field was added to an 

already existing structure to display an extra field in the summary dialog; this had repercussions in so 

many places that it was decided that it was not worth the effort. 
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Thus, testing helped correct errors in the software and validate the requirements. A few requirements 

were modified to support earlier released versions of software. A few design problems with the existing 

software were identified and modified. 
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4. Closing Remarks 

The primary goal of this project was to enhance existing software for a new product on the Profile media 

platform. User interfaces had to be designed and implemented to enable a system operator to configure 

new settings and parameters on the Profile. 

The user interface was developed in the form of wizards using Visual C++. It was implemented as a 

client that used COM servers on the Profile. The COM interfaces on the server and client were developed 

using the ATL (ActiveX Template Library) COM. The modules developed were successfully integrated 

and tested with the other Windows NT libraries used on a Profile. A system operator could now configure 

settings on the Profile using the new wizards. 

One of most challenging aspect of this work was to ensure that the software would be backward 

compatible ( compatible on a Profile even if certain boards were not present). During the course of my 

work I learned that decisions made about the software design years earlier have an effect on 

enhancements made later and some of these have to be stuck to even if better design models are available 

today. 

For a distributed system like the Profile, COM is the best solution since it provides an easy way to write 

interfaces and makes communication between objects efficient. The same implementation using standard 

C-interfaces remoted using a custom RPC implementation which was done before COM was used, was 

difficult and bug prone. 

In conclusion, adding new features to existing software requires an in depth understanding of the existing 

design and backward compatibility should be given a lot of thought at every level of software 

engmeenng. 
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Appendix A 

Source Code Listing for changes in the Configuration Manager 

The class declarations for the new classes implemented for the Video Codec Wizard have been included 

in this section. The new COM interface implemented with the prototypes of its functions has also been 

outlined. In the following pages only the function prototypes have been shown since the complete listing 

of code will run into many pages. 

Listing 1 

II CVideoCodecPg dialog 
class CVideoCodecPg : public CWizardPage 
{ 
II Construction 
public: 

CVideoCodecPg(CWnd* pParent =NULL); 
virtual CString GetPageName(); 
virtual BOOL Initialize( void); 
virtual BOOL Verifyinput( void); 

II Dialog Data 
enum { IDD = IDD VIDEO CODEC PG}; 
CListBox m_listBox; 
int m_codecType; 

II Overrides 
protected: 

II standard constructor 

virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX); 

II Implementation 
protected: 

virtual BOOL OninitDialog(); 
afx_msg void OnSelectAll(); 
afx_msg void OnUnselectAll(); 
afx_msg void OnSelchangeListBox(); 
afx_msg void OnDvcpro25CodecRadio(); 
afx_msg void OnDvcproS0CodecRadio(); 
afx_msg void OnMpegDecoderRadio(); 
afx_msg void OnMpegEncoderRadio(); 
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP() 

protected: 
void UpdateUI(); 

protected: 

} ; 

CFlatButton m_selectAllBtn; 
CFlatButton m_unselectAllBtn; 
BOOL m_bCodecTypeChanged; 
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Listing 2 

II VideoCodecObj.h: interface for the CVideoCodecObj class. 
class CVideoCodecObj : public CConfigObj 
{ 
public: 

CVideoCodecObj (int iRsrcType, int iRsrcNum, CString strName); 
BOOL LoadParameters (void); 
BOOL SaveParameters (void); 
int GetCodecType(); 
void SetCodecType(int codecType); 
int GetCodecTypeName(); 

protected: 
int m_codecType; II The radio button to be selected 
int m_codecTypeName; // The Resource type for each of the codecs 

} ; 

Listing 3 

II VideoCodecState.h: interface for the CVideoCodecState class. 
class CVideoCodecState : public CConfigState 
{ 
public: 

CVideoCodecState(); 
virtual BOOL Initialize( void); 
virtual BOOL ConstructConfigObjects void); 
virtual BOOL SaveConfigObjects (void); 

public: 
BOOL GetDVCPROS0Supported(); 

protected: 
int m_numVideoCodec ; 
BOOL m_bDVCPROS0Supported; 

} ; 

Listing 4 

II CVideoCodecSummaryDlg dialog 
class CVideoCodecSummaryDlg : public CSummaryDlg 
{ 
II Construction 
public: 

CVideoCodecSummaryDlg(CWnd* pParent NULL); 

II Dialog Data 
enum { IDD = IDD SUMMARYDLG VIDEO CODEC}; 
CScrollBar m_scrollBar; 
CEdit m_SummaryEditCtrl; 
CString m_machineName; 
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// Overrides 
protected: 

virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX 
protected: 

int 
CString 
CString 

// Implementation 
protected: 

m_numCodecs; // To store number of actual codecs 
m_strCodecName[ MAX VIDEO_CODEC SUMMARY_LINES]; 
m_strCodecType[ MAX_VIDEO_CODEC SUMMARY_LINES]; 

virtual BOOL OninitDialog(); 
afx_msg HBRUSH OnCtlColor(CDC* pDC, CWnd* pWnd, UINT nCtlColor); 
afx_msg void OnPaint(); 
afx_msg void OnVScroll(UINT nSBCode, UINT nPos, CScrollBar* 

pScrollBar) ; 
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP() 

private: 
void UpdateChannelSummary ( int startChannel, int endChannel); 

} ; 

Listing 5: New COM interface for the ConfigBroker Server 

interface ICfgVideoCodecBroker: !Unknown 
{ 
[helpstring("method GetNum VideoCodec ")] HRESULT GetNum VideoCodec([ out ]int* 
n VideoCodec ); 

[helpstring("method Get VideoCodecResourceType ")] HRES ULT 
GetVideoCodecResourceType([in] int codecNum, [out] int *pResourceType); 

[helpstring("method IsDVCPRO50Supported")] HRESULT IsDVCPRO50Supported([ out] 
BOOL *bDVCPRO50Supported); 

[helpstring("method SetVideoCodecResourceType")] HRESULT 
SetVideoCodecResourceType([in] int codecNum, [in] int resourceType); 
}; 
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Appendix B 

Source Code Listing for SDTI Channel Configuration 

The class declarations for the classes implemented for SDTI Channel Configuration have been included in 

this section. The new COM interface implemented with the prototypes of its functions has also been 

included. In the following pages only the function prototypes have been shown since the complete 

listing of code will run into many pages. 

Listing 1 

II CChannelStreamSetupDlg dialog 
class CChannelStreamSetupDlg : public CConfigurationDlg 
{ 
II Construction 
public: 

CChannelStreamSetupDlg(CWnd* pParent NULL); 
virtual void Initialize(); 
virtual void UpdateResourceData(); 
void SetTypeAndFormat(ChannelType type, CompressionFormat 

format); 
void UpdatePlayoutRateRadioText(CompressionFormat format); 

II Dialog Data 
enum { IDD = IDD CHANNEL STREAM SETUP}; 
int m_playoutRateRadio; 

II Overrides 
protected: 
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX); 

II Implementation 
private: 

CChanCfgListBox 
Channel Type 
CompressionFormat 
double 

m_lbLeft; 
m_channelType; 
m_compressionFormat; 
m_playoutRate; 

protected: 

} ; 

virtual BOOL OninitDialog(); 
afx_msg void OnDefaultPlayoutRateRadio(); 
afx_msg void OnNonDefaultPlayoutRateRadio(); 
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP() 
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Listing 2 

II CChannelDescriptionDlg dialog 

class CChannelDescriptionDlg: public CConfigurationDlg 
{ 
public: 

CChannelDescriptionDlg(CWnd* pParent NULL); 
virtual void Initialize(); 
virtual void UpdateResourceData(); 
void SaveDescription() { OnKillfocusDescription(); 

II Dialog Data 
enum { IDD = IDD CHANNEL DESCRIPTION}; 
CString m_csDescription; 

II Overrides 
II ClassWizard virtual function overrides 
protected: 
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX); 

II Implementation 
protected: 

} ; 

virtual BOOL OninitDialog(); 
afx_msg void OnKillfocusDescription(); 
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP() 

Listing 3 

interface IChannelPlayoutRate: !Unknown 
{ 

}; 

HRESULT GetPlayoutRate([out] double* pRate); 
HRESULT SetPlayoutRate([in] double rate); 
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